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Abstract—The collection and prompt analysis of synchropha-
sor measurements is a key step towards enabling the future
smart power grid, in which grid management applications would
be deployed to monitor and react intelligently to changing
conditions. The potential exists to slash inefficiencies and to
adaptively reconfigure the grid to take better advantage of
renewables, coordinate and share reactive power, and to re-
duce the risk of catastrophic large-scale outages. However, to
realize this potential, a number of technical challenges must be
overcome. We describe a continuously active, timely monitoring
framework that we have created, architected to support a wide
range of grid-control applications in a standard manner designed
to leverage cloud computing. Cloud computing systems bring
significant advantages, including an elastic, highly available and
cost-effective compute infrastructure well-suited for this applica-
tion. We believe that by showing how challenges of reliability,
timeliness, and security can be addressed while leveraging cloud
standards, our work opens the door for wider exploitation of the
cloud by the smart grid community. This paper characterizes a
PMU-based state-estimation application, explains how the desired
system maps to a cloud architecture, identifies limitations in the
standard cloud infrastructure relative to the needs of this use-
case, and then shows how we adapt the basic cloud platform
options with sophisticated technologies of our own to achieve the
required levels of usability, fault tolerance, and parallelism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate tracking of power grid state using Synchrophasor

Measurement Units (PMU) [1], [2] devices is widely expected

to play a significant role in the advancement of the smart

grid [3], [4] in the coming years. Relative to past ways of

monitoring grid state, synchrophasor technology makes possi-

ble significant improvements in the quality and timeliness of

state estimation: it becomes reasonable to talk about obtaining

estimates within delays (from data acquisition to availability

of the new estimate) that could be as low as sub-seconds in a

moderate-sized regional power grid [5].
To realize these objectives, several steps are required: a

wide-scale deployment of PMU devices, the definition of

standards for collection and archiving of data, and the creation

of applications capable of analyzing this data and tranforming

it into useful, actionable intelligence. Our work targets the

first steps in this spectrum: those involved in collecting data,

archiving it, and supporting computation upon it. Although we

are interested in a variety of styles of analysis, for reasons of

brevity this paper focuses on support for state estimation: the

fitting of measured data against a model of the grid topology

and its electric properties.
For many anticipated uses, state estimation is a time-critical

operation. Timely visualization of the state of the smart grid

aids controllers and observers in assessing the evolution of

the grid state over time and helps them make decisions to

ensure safety of devices and stability of power production and

distribution rate. Protection mechanisms can be designed that

compare observations with recent state estimates, tripping lines

if sharp deviations occur. As we integrate renewables into the

grid, real-time state estimation could be a key to managing

the resulting structure.

Any substantial deployment of high-resolution synchropha-

sor devices can generate substantial quantities of data [6].

A monitoring capability suitable for wide-area deployments

thus requires a large-scale infrastructure for collecting and

communicating data, and must have access to flexible com-

putational power, network bandwidth, and storage capacity.

The distributed nature of data sources, the possibility that

data may need to be collected from multiple (competitive)

power producing and transport enterprises, and this need for

timely state estimation all make matters more complicated.

Fault tolerance, security, and reliability in data movement and

computation are other key issues.

A variety of computing infrastructures [7] exist today which

match this need, offering a range of qualities of service

and scales of economy. These include dedicated clusters,

on-premise networks of workstations, and cloud computing

infrastructures available in commercial and academic settings,

as well as in privately operated configurations. Clouds are

best understood as virtualized pools of resources hosting a

variety of applications in a manner that isolates each user’s

data and computation from unwanted interference with activ-

ities of other users. The virtualization structure presents the

illusion that each application runs over a private distributed

backbone network and computes within a private, dedicated

infrastructure [8]. The cost efficiencies of sharing permit high

utilization levels for the underlying hardware, which can also

be administered, powered, and cooled in ways that leverage

the dense packing and relatively steady load levels. The overall

effect is to drive costs down significantly.

In this paper we describe the development of a cloud-

based software framework aimed at supporting smart grid

computations and data storage for applictions such as state

estimation. Our decision to use cloud-based approach brings

challenges, and our contributions center on the ways that

we have overcome those issues, and on the performance and

scalability of the resulting solutions. For example, the cloud

security model works well for transactions with web sites,

but is less well matched to the mission-critical security needs.



We overcome this issue by using a public key infrastructure;

any grid-related data that transits the web into our cloud

infrastructure is encrypted for confidentiality. In a similar

way, we have identified and resolved issues of fault-tolerance,

erratic timing, and other problems specific to the cloud.

For reasons of brevity, this paper limits itself to a discussion

of a pipeline we have implemented that emulates synchropha-

sor data capture, state estimation, and visualization in a realis-

tic but controlled network setting. We use experimental results

to perform trade-offs between timeliness and completeness of

results. We take a series of sophistication measures on the tech-

niques employed and report how they affect the performance.

We make no effort to improve or optimize the state estimation

software used in this experiment, although we believe that a

substantial opportunity to do so exists. Interested readers are

referred to [9] for an early treatment of the subject and to [10]

for a recent treatment based on synchrophasor measurements.

A detailed architectural and algorithmic treatment is presented

in [11] and [12] respectively. Our algorithm is a mock version

of the one described in [12].

To summarize, key contributions of our grid-cloud infras-

tructure are:

1) A software framework that supports execution of state

estimation workflow while leveraging internet and cloud

standards;

2) A demonstration that highly assured and timely data

availability can be provided even in the wake of sporadic

network or cloud node failures and/or delays;

3) Concurrent data processing and visualization of the

synchrophasor data captured from scattered sources;

4) Flexible and elastic scaling (up/down) of the infrastruc-

ture based on dynamically added or removed PMUs;

5) Economy of computation by maximally using the cores

and bandwidth available in the cloud.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been considerable prior work relevant to our

effort, but none that matches our proposed architecture. Our

work touches on a number of areas of prior study: (a) Dis-

tributed and cloud computing, (b) Wide-area and distributed

computations and data handling in smart power grid, (c)

Asynchronous and parallel execution of application workflows,

and (d) Development and usage of a simulated smart grid

environment.

Recent years have seen an increase in employing distributed

computing principles and practices to applications from a wide

array of scientific and engineering domains [7]. Distributed

computing principles have been employed in the general area

of power transmission, distribution and related communica-

tions in the early days [13], [4] as well as the recent past [14].

Clouds have been a relatively recent model of distributed

computing. Owing to their flexibility, cost effectiveness and

high availability, clouds are enjoying much success as com-

putational and data management infrastructures for large-scale

applications. However, not much attention has been paid to the

potential benefits they could bring to smart grid operations.

The work described in [15] is the closest treatment of steering

smart grid computations into the clouds.

Smart grid is a catch-all term for a wide range of digital

technologies aiding the power grids. Consequently, a number

of applications have evolved over time taking advantage of

growing computational power supporting various operations.

Wide-area observation and monitoring has been a key appli-

cation of synchrophasors in the US. Representative examples

are the “FNET” (fnetpublic.utk.edu) [16] and UC-CIEEE (uc-
ciee.org/electric-grid) [17] implementation for the east and

west coast grid sections respectively.

There has been some studies relying on simulating or

emulating the power grid conditions in order to study its

behavior [18], [19]. In the present work, we favor this ap-

proach and use simulated PMU data based on the standard

IEEE.c37.118 format [20], [2].

III. APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS AND

REQUIREMENTS

In this section we characterize the application and present

requirements emerging from this characterization. Of interest

are two kinds of requirements: (1) functional requirements,

which dictate the structure of the solution, and (2) performance

and scalability requirements of the application, which can

be characterized both qualitatively and quantitatively. The

basic workflow is shown in figure 1. The boxes show major

computational stages. The directed lines between boxes show

the flow of data from a computational stage to the next. For

instance, measurements (from PMUs) are generated from the

actual state of the smart grid. The state estimator computes

state based on PMU measurements, and visualization shows

the estimated state to the users for monitoring purposes, and

control applies control action based on the state estimates and

this, in turn affects the state of the power grid. Combined, this

yields a closed-feedback data and control flow loop.

Fig. 1. A logical representation of smart grid state estimation workflow

A. PMU

Compared to older SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data

Acquisition) techniques used in the power grid, PMU data

can reveal much more information at a high resolution which

could be used for timely state estimation of an aggregated

portion of a smart grid power distribution [21]. The high-

quality data produced by synchrophasor can be used to

efficiently estimate the state of grid and to mitigate risks

such as device damage and blackouts in a timely fashion.



PMUs are GPS-synchronized through onboard atomic clocks

on the GPS satellites. The increased frequency and accu-

racy of measurements achieved by modern synchrophasors

enables a wide variety of new applications, but also implies

that the amount of data generated has increased manifold.

PMUs operate at 30 Hz, and measurements include the 1st

(and optionally 2nd) derivatives. A wide-scale deployment

of synchrophasor technology, including thousands or tens of

thousands of PMUs, will enable many applications in the smart

grid: monitor, control, estimate, analyze, and trade. The scale

of such a deployment, however, suggests strongly that a cloud

infrastructure may be inevitable [6].

B. State Estimation

State estimation [22] is an essential element of the modern

smart grid. It takes as input the grid topology and a collection

of measurements, and attempts to remove measurement errors

and provide estimates of missing measurements. State estima-

tion is computed by the least squares solution to the following

linear equation:

y = A.x+ ε (1)

where y is an observation matrix representing the measured

power quantities, x is the true state matrix, A is a matrix with

more rows than columns and ε is a matrix representing errors

in measurement. The term A.x represents an assumption that

the real state is a function of observed state.

Power instruments and lines operate optimally and durably

under a predefined range of state parameters, and state estima-

tion can be used to monitor and mediate risks by permitting the

discovery of conditions that might violate these optimality and

safety characteristics. A variety of possible remedies can then

be explored: human intervention, tripping relays, or even some

form of computer-mediated response. It should be noted that

today’s grid includes few mechanisms that might be viewed

as closed-loop monitoring and control structures, in which

computing systems act directly without a human operator in

the loop. Nonetheless, rapid state estimation has immediate

value for grid operators and will enable control automation.

C. Synchronization and Latency

State estimation is a time-critical application. In order to

determine the state reliably, the data from scattered PMUs

must reach the state estimator in a time synchronized manner.

Latency of the connection between the PMU and state estima-

tor directly affects this. In addition, the clock synchronization

accuracy across these PMUs affects the data reaching state

estimators. For this reason, PMUs must be synchronized at

sub-millisecond accuracy. Overcoming network and computa-

tional delay is thus a key goal in our work.

D. Fault Tolerance, High Assurance, and Security

Our cloud-focused approach exposes us to a variety of

failure and security challenges. These start at the lowest levels:

as the power community and the NASPI consortium has noted,

standard TCP connections are not very well suited to syn-

chrophasor data transmission because high-latency can occur

on lossy links [5]. Consequently, a mechanism is required

which ensures uninterrupted and fast data transmissions in the

wake of poor latencies or fault conditions in TCP connections.
Since data is moving over insecure connections across the

web, a security mechanism is required to mitigate unauthorized

data injection and other types of attacks. Suitable techniques

such as encryption and firewalls are required in order to

address the information security issues.
Once data reaches the cloud, we confront challenges emerg-

ing from the very mechanisms that make the cloud so cost

effective: nodes are packed to optimize use, and as a result can

become overloaded and slow. Failure is surprisingly common,

in part because cloud management systems often reboot com-

puters that seem balky. Thus our solution needs to replicate

data and computation as a remedy for an expected high rate

of failures.

E. Data Storage and caching
Some applications require that measurements be stored for

“historical” computations. Each PMU produces close to 500

Kb of data per minute. Thus, a modest scale of 10 PMUs

running for one day will result in a historical data of 500×10×
24×60 or 7.2 Gb. Our architecture uses a threefold replication

to overcome failures and delays, thus further increasing the

volumes of data to be managed. A smart storage strategy is

required. One approach is to cache the data in memory as

it arrives and haul it to disk in optimal sized chunks in a

concurrent thread.

F. Visualization and Control
The state estimation results are streamed back to visualiza-

tion hosts. Manual and automated controllers use the visual

evolution of the grid for regulatiion and historical analysis.

The visualizer must show the time of measurement and should

be tunable to view individual elements.

IV. CYBERINFRASTRUCTURES

Our decision to work with cloud technologies is a natural

response to the scale and economics of the task at hand, but

not the only option. The question is how to make best use of

available resources lying in different domains, with a variety of

access methods and ever changing quantities and availabilities.

The cloud model of computation is especially favorable for

smart grid applications since the computational tasks are not

batched and hence there is no waiting time. This enables a

time-critical model of computation. Furthermore, a pay-as-

you-go scheme of resource utilization leads to economy of

scale. We can leverage the ad hoc and elastic nature of clouds

to benefit the smart grid at the economy of scale expected

of cloud computing while efficiently utilizing power as we

scale up [23]. Researchers in cloud computing at Berkeley

envision that large-scale applications will increasingly adopt

this model of computing [8]. Our work of running smart

grid computations in the cloud is one such initiative in this

direction.





C. Swift

Swift [27] is a parallel scripting framework used as a

“driver” to orchestrate a multi-staged computation in a con-

current manner automating the interdependencies among the

involved stages. Swift is interfaced to clouds via specific

‘providers’. Swift framework has been successfully applied to

clouds for HPC applications [28] via its “coaster providers”.

We use Swift to express and execute the pipeline of grid-

cloud components as shown in figure 1. Swift allows to express

the chain of computation with implicit, best-effort parallelism

while keeping dependencies intact.

D. Experiment Setup

We implemented a basic linear state estimator, which acts as

a baseline used for performance measurements. The estimator

assumes that the state of the system expressed as a multi-

dimensional vector varies linearly within a small time window.

PMU measurements are taken at 30 Hz, and each measurement

is an 8-tuple (7 power quantities + 1 timestamp) data packet

of size 42 bytes. State estimation is run at 5 Hz, so 6 time-

steps of measurements go into the state estimator per iteration.

This data rate may actually fill up the bandwidth of a T1

line with just 2 PMUs. Such high data rates would be useful

for fast local hardware-based controllers that would provide

reactionary control (e.g., trip circuit breakers if the controller

notices a power surge or phasor angle inversion.) However,

higher level state estimators would not be able to handle

such high data rates, and the PMUs will compute aggregates

(perhaps averages of actual measurements that make up one

“measurement”) and send that data up to the state estimators.

We deployed and ran our application on the “Red Cloud”

supported by Cornell University Advanced Center for Comput-

ing. Red Cloud is an on-demand research computing service

available by subscription.

Fig. 3. Visualization interface of grid-cloud for the smart grid state in quasi-
realtime. Bus numbers can be configured to view individual elements. Shown
here are the seven power quantities measured by PMU devices.

E. Results and Evaluation

Figure 4 shows latencies of end-to-end data movement

across the web from Planetlab nodes to the cloud nodes

Fig. 4. Latencies in ms between ten Planetlab nodes and cloud VMs each.
The error bars show measured clock inaccuracies between the corresponding
endpoints.

Fig. 5. Latencies and clock synchronization inaccuracies in ms between ten
Amazon ec2 cloud VMs each.

with the NTP-based clock synchronization inaccuracies as

error margins (between 10 and 60 msec). We chose Planetlab

nodes from multiple global locations with the hope of having

more pronounced latencies. As the plot shows, the worst case

latencies are about 1.4 seconds for Planetlab node across the

Pacific ocean while the best case of about 10 msec is for

a node in Michigan in the US. Given a possibility of wide

range of latencies in arrival of data at the state estimation

node, a best-effort state-estimation computation had to be

performed with available data and dropping the data arriving

beyond a threshold time. A configurable interval of time of

16 msec was established corresponding to the 5 Hz frequency

of state estimation and data arriving beyond this window was

discarded. The missed PMU data is available for historical

analysis from the storage logs. In another measurement, we

measured the latencies between Amazon ec2 cloud VMs. We

see the following two phenomena in figure 5: (a) clock inac-

curacies are more pronounced; and (b) the latency variability

is less pronounced. Phenomena (a) is seen owing to the fact



that cloud VMs tends to be located on same datacenters and

(b) to the fact that a on a cloud VM, rather limited actual

cpu slices are available to NTP for synchronization purposes.

A live visualization setup provides a continuous view of the

state of the smart grid on a local submit host. The snapshot

shown in figure 3 shows one such state of the eight power

quantities in the form of plots.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

GridCloud is a new technology for hosting smart grid

computations. The contributions of the present paper cen-

tered on modeling, measuring, and characterizing smart grid

computations in the cloud. For brevity, we focused on state

estimation: an important and demanding use case with time-

critical roles, and in which fault-tolerance and data security

pose significant challenges. Our success in addressing these

issues supports our contention that the cloud is a suitable

infrastructure for supporting at least some kinds of smart grid

computational tasks.

The work presented in this paper is just a start. Our long

term vision is of a large-scale distributed operating system for

real-time applications running in commodity clouds.
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